
A BIOGRAPHY OF FRANCISCO JOSE DE GOYA Y LUCIENTES BORN IN

FUENDETODOS

Spanish artist Francisco de Goya worked as a painter in the royal court. He also Full Name: Francisco JosÃ© de Goya y
Lucientes. Synopsis A famed painter in his own lifetime, Francisco de Goya was born on March 30, , in Fuendetodos,
Spain. He was a student of JosÃ© LuzÃ¡n MartÃnez. At first.

Even in his official work, Goya is thought to have cast a critical eye on his subjects. Later Period Goya
Self-Portrait Following the restoration of the Bourbon monarchy in , Goya withdrew completely from public
life; little is known about his later years. From the back left of the painting one can see the artist himself
looking out at the viewer, and the painting behind the family depicts Lot and his daughters, thus once again
echoing the underlying message of corruption and decay. He evolved a bold, free new style close to caricature.
The final 17 reflect the bitter disappointment of liberals when the restored Bourbon monarchy, encouraged by
the Catholic hierarchy, rejected the Spanish Constitution of and opposed both state and religious reform. He
used different techniques such as fresco, oil, canvas and cardboard for tapestries. In he painted Godoy in a
commission to commemorate the victory in the brief War of the Oranges against Portugal. These works
featured scenes from everyday life, such as "The Parasol" and "The Pottery Vendor"  These paintings depict
scenes from contemporary Spanish life in a lighthearted and light-toned Rococo manner; the resulting
tapestries were installed in two royal palaces. Goya painted sixty-three cartoons for two royal palaces, which
included nine hunting scenes for the dining room at San Lorenzo del Escorial and ten cartoons for tapestries
destined for the dining room at El Pardo. Self-portrait as a young man, courtesy of a private collection
Adulthood At the age of 17 Goya moved to Madrid. Under his reign his wife Louisa was thought to have had
the real power, which is why she is placed at the center of the group portrait. A few months later, however,
Goya was made first court painter. He was elected to the Royal Academy of San Fernando in , named painter
to the king in , and made a court painter in  The rule of reaction and political and social corruption that
followedâ€”under the weak and stupid Charles IV and his clever, unscrupulous queen, Maria Luisaâ€”ended
with the Napoleonic invasion of Spain. The weaknesses of the royal family are revealed with unsparing
realism, though evidently without deliberate satirical intent. The painting is simultaneously a depiction of a
united, strong, and regal monarchy, and a shockingly naturalisticâ€”in some cases even grotesqueâ€”group
portrait. He expressed his horror of armed conflict in The Disasters of War, a series of starkly realistic
etchings on the atrocities of war. Indeed, the Queen was believed to hold the real power, along with Prime
Minister Manuel Godoy, with whom she had an affair her illegitimate children are at the far left of the canvas,
one in blue, the other in orange. The top of the picture vanishes with sunlight, emphasizing the nightmarish
scene below. He revoked the Constitution, reinstated the Inquisition, and declared himself absolute monarch.
The tapestries seem as comments on human types, fashion and fads. Goya's physical and mental breakdown
seems to have happened a few weeks after the French declaration of war on Spain. Today they are on
permanent display at the Museo del Prado , Madrid. The last print in the first group. For his more purposeful
and serious satires, however, he now began to use the more intimate mediums of drawing and engraving. He
attended a local public school, where he met his lifelong friend Martin Zapater; their letters provide one of the
few direct sources of information about Goya's early years in Madrid. He later moved to Madrid where he
studied with Anton Raphael Mengs, a painter who was popular with Spanish royalty. She was likely related to
the Goicoechea family, a wealthy dynasty into which the artist's son, the feckless Javier, had married. She
wrote to a number of Goya's friends to complain of her exclusion but many of her friends were Goya's also
and by then were old men or had died, and did not reply. Yet these are not solely bleak; they demonstrate the
artist's sharp satirical wit, particularly evident in etchings such as Hunting for Teeth. He was exceptionally
versatile and his work expresses a very wide range of emotion. Some critics have commented that this portrait
seemed to be more a caricature than a realist portrait. Today referred to as the Black Paintings, they are
compelling in their sinister and often horrifying scenes with dark, emotional undertones.


